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Description
dev.tw.o: Sorting items from trackerlist plugin doesn't work for anons due to some conflict with the wiki cache. Example:

http://dev.tikiwiki.org/tiki-index.php?page=Profile+Manager&tr_sort_mode1=created_asc
http://dev.tikiwiki.org/tiki-index.php?page=Profile+Manager&tr_sort_mode1=created_desc

both pages show the same sorting on date (for instance) if the user is not logged, but the sorting works if you are logged.
Solution
It was reported in Tiki4, and retested in Tiki11 (svn)

The new url to reproduce the issue is this one:
http://dev.tikiwiki.org/tiki-index.php?page=Profiles&tr_sort_mode1=created_asc

And it works nicely right now. closing the bug report.
thanks for the "retest" message, Marc.

Workaround
luci:
it's not a bug, it's a feature ;)

just don't use the wiki cache on the wiki page where you have the trackerlist or it would need to add
clear cache automagically if any params are in URL

Update by Xavi:
😊 I'm not the one who selected to use the wiki cache in pages at dev.tw.o, but I understand that it
may be useful to reduce the impact of trackers on dev.tw.o performance (I guess that's why somebody
enabled the wiki cache on those pages using trackerlist).

What I mean is that as registered, the cache is avoided when the url changes, but not as anonymous,
as far as I could understand. To me this still looks like a (minor) bug (that's why I did initially set
priority to 3; Ok, I'll lower that to 1.)

Importance
1 low

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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